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INTECTION INSTRUCTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wash hands.
Take out medication and check narne and expiration date.
Draw up specified amount of medication. (Refer to specific medication instructions for rnixing directions.)
Remove air from syringe. The easiest way to do this is to hold the syringe upright and flick it. The air will form a
bubble closest to the neãdle and can then be pushed out of the syringå.
To locate injection site, see illustration below.

SUB Q INJECTIONS
Either side of fatty area of

Fatty area of upper outer arm

FatLy area of upper thigh

umbilicus
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IM INIECTIONS
Upper outer quadrant of

Upper outer thigh

Deltoid area upper arm

buttocks
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Cleanse site with alcohol.
For IM: With one hand pull the skin

tight. Holding the syringe like a pencil in the other l-rand, use a wrist like action
to quickly insert needle into muscle at a 90" angle (all the way to plastic hub). Holding needle in place, aspirate
(pull back plunger) to check for blood. If you see blood, rernove needle and start over with clean needle.
For SubQ: With one hand, pinch the skin between the thumb and fore-finger. Holding the syringe like a pencil with
the other hand, ìnsert the small neeclle just under the skin at a 45'angle.
Inject medication.
Remove needle and massage area.
Do not re-cap needle and dispose into red puncture-proof bio-hazard container.
Alternate sites of injections.
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